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Rosh Chodesh Tevet
May it be Your will, O LORD, our G-d and the G-d of our forefathers, that You inaugurate
this month of Tevet upon us for goodness and for blessing.
Abba, Father, may You give us long life,
a life of peace – Shalom
a life of goodness – Tovah
a life of blessing – Bracha
a life of sustenance - Parnassa
a life of physical health – Hilutz Atzamot
a life in which there is a fear of heaven and fear of sin - Yirat Shamayim ve’ Yirat Chet
a life in which there is no humiliation – Ein Busha u’Chlimah
a life of wealth and honor – Osher ve’Kavod
a life in which we will have love of Torah and awe and reverence of G-d
- Ahavat Torah ve’Yirat HaShem
a life walked more fully for Your glory in Adoneinu Yeshua, our Messiah and Lord.
Amen. Selah.
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A. The Goodness of Tevet
O Lord, how many are Your works! In wisdom You have made them all. The earth is full
of Your treasures. There is the sea, great and broad, In which are swarms without
number, animals both small and great. There the ships move along, and Leviathan,
which You have formed to sport in it.2

Psalm 104 presents an image of a Creator who delights in what He has created and
who created all in wisdom. G-d as Creator is the rightful possessor of all of heaven and
earth, including the Leviathan who was created for His glory and purpose.
A midrash recounts that on the first day of Tevet Leviathan rises up:
"G-d created in the sea big fish and little fish. The size of the biggest fish was
one hundred parsangs, two hundred, three hundred, even four hundred. If it was
not for G-d’s merciful tikkun, the big ones would have eaten the smaller ones.
What tikkun did G-d make? G-d created the Leviathan. On every first of Tevet,
Leviathan would rear his head and make himself great and snort in the water and
stir it up, and the fear of him would fall on all the fishes in the sea. If this were not
so, the small could not stand before the great." 3
So how may we take this midrash and apply it to ourselves and the month of Tevet?
You can find the word Tevet, as the tenth month, in Esther 2:16. The tenth day of this
tenth month is a day of fasting, but Strong’s Lexicon also tells us that Tevet means
goodness (from Hebrew: tov - good).
Tevet, a time when, “Bare branches wait for sun to touch them, and trees wait for sap to
begin to rise. Animals and humans dream, waiting for the sun’s power to increase. The
seedling waits in the earth for the nourishment of light.”4 Might not this time of cold and
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dark be also a time that stirs us up and brings into the Light things hidden in our hearts?
Things that if left unshaken and unrevealed might hurt ourselves or others?
It is the Lord who judges me. Therefore do not pronounce judgment before the
time, before the Lord comes, who will bring to light the things now hidden in
darkness and will disclose the purposes of the heart.
Then each one will receive commendation from G-d.5

Pause and Reflect 1
Just as a plant needs the sun to grow, so too it needs the darkness of the soil.
How might this be true also in our own lives?
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B. The Fertile Darkness of Tevet
In his hand are the depths of the earth; the peaks of the mountains are His.6

Tevet is the time when trees drop their fall attire and a blanket of snow covers much of
the earth. This Hebrew month begins during the last days of Hanukkah. While we enjoy
the radiant final lightings of the candles, we remember that we are facing the prospect
of the dark months of winter.
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Historically, Israel faced and endured tragic calamities during the month of Tevet. The
great tragedy of the siege of Jerusalem, the destruction of the Temple and the exile to
Babylon is commemorated each year by fasting during the day on the tenth of Tevet,
Asarah b’Tevet. To Orthodox Jews, the importance of this fast is such that, together with
Yom Kippur, it is even observed should it fall on Shabbat. It is considered a time to
reflect and to purify one’s soul before G-d, trusting Him to expose and cleanse any form
of idolatry in one’s heart. The chief rabbinate of Israel has named 10 Tevet as Yom
Kaddish, a remembrance day, for the millions of Jewish victims of the Holocaust whose
exact date of death is unknown.
Many other tragedies that occurred during Tevet are recorded. For example, in 1496 the
Jews of Portugal, many of whom had immigrated there after their expulsion from Spain
only four years before, were presented with the edict that they must be baptized into
Catholicism or leave the country within a year.
How fitting, then, that the dark days of Tevet are illuminated by the lights of Hanukkah.
At Creation, G-d created the light and saw that it was good. As we kindle the lights, we
see and we remember that His light dispels every darkness. When we turn to Him and
reach out, His deliverance is always at hand. Interestingly, it was on Rosh Chodesh
Tevet that, after their ordeal in the Ark, Noah finally saw a sign of their deliverance,
...in the tenth month, on the first day of the month, the tops of the
mountains were seen.7
Closed tight in the ark and surrounded by floodwaters, the glimpse of those peaks was
a sign of hope. Noah and his family still had to wait for spring for the ark to come to rest,
but now, even while surrounded by the depths of the waters, Noah had hope.
So too, when the last flickering lights of Hanukkah come to an end and we find
ourselves in the constraints of winter, we can know and are comforted that even in the
deepest dark, there shines the Light of Hope.
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Pause and Reflect 2
...in every buried seed there is a tightly-coiled new beginning.8
Seeds start in the darkness of soil, a baby in the darkness of it’s mother’s womb, and
the caterpillar is transformed in the darkness of their cocoon into a new creation. From
the depths of darkness comes new life.
Many stories of hope have their beginning in darkness and suffering.

a) There are a number of Hebrew words rendered hope in the Tanakh. Using the
Scriptures and a lexicon, what is the biblical definition of hope?
b) At the end of this study are charts with the Hebrew alef-bet and it’s pictographic
meanings. Taking the Hebrew letters of the words rendered hope, what pictures do
the letters of the words paint?9
“…man’s being in the world is, according to the Bible, preceded by man’s being known
to G-d. Human existence follows divine anticipation. ‘Before I formed you in the womb I
knew you’ (Jeremiah 1:5). We live in the universe of His knowing.”10
c) What does it mean to you to live in the ‘universe of His knowing’ and how does that
bring you light in the depths of darkness?
d) Reflecting on the last flickering lights of Hanukkah, how does Hanukkah shine the
hope of G-d’s final redemption?
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C. The Siege of Tevet
There is no soundness in my flesh because of Your indignation;
There is no health in my bones because of my sin. 11

“The thirty-eighth Psalm is a devastating description of a man under siege.
Burdened by sin, wounded by foolishness, crushed by rebellion, his life is filled
with groaning, sighing and despair. ‘My delight is in the Lord,’ but not
today. Today I am under attack, says the Psalmist. Today the world is collapsing
in on me. Why? Because of my own iniquities.”12
In Psalm 38 we see something that the Rabbi’s taught about fast days. Fast days were
not only observed in order to mourn and remember, but to do teshuvah 13, to examine
one’s heart.

Pause and Reflect 3
Too often today we aren’t graphic enough in our talking of sin. We speak of sin as a
‘mistake’ and excuse it away.
a) If we water down our sin, how does that water down the mercy of G-d?
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Turning our hearts to G-d, a returning.

b) Not all of us are poets, but how might you write your own psalm of your need for the
Lord?
In the realm of spirit, there is no difference between a second and a century,
between an hour and an age. Rabbi Judah the Patriarch cried: "There are those
who gain eternity in a lifetime, others who gain it in one brief hour." One good
hour may be worth a lifetime; an instant of returning to G-d may restore what has
been lost in years of escaping from G-d.14
Abraham Joshua Heschel reminds us that man is triumphant over space, but time
remains impervious. “Time belongs exclusively to G-d.15 We can never recapture the
past but somehow through our teshuvah, our turning to Him in repentance, G-d can
redeem what the worm has eaten.”16
Blessed be the LORD, For He has made marvelous His lovingkindness to me in a
besieged city. 17
...to give unto them beauty for ashes, the oil of joy for mourning, the garment of praise
for the spirit of heaviness; that they might be called trees of righteousness,
the planting of the LORD, that he might be glorified.18
c) Adonai has show us great mercy in this city of ours called by John Bunyan,
Mansoul.19 We all know what it is like to be besieged by our own weakness and sin.
What fresh discoveries has Adonai shown to you in your times of deliverance?
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D. Walls of Tevet
“Time heals, after all - although the clock that marks that kind of time has no hands.”20
“...a broken wall signifies danger. If it's holding back a river, water will come
pouring in. If it's securing a border, enemies or aliens will infiltrate its breaches. A
broken wall means vulnerability, exposure, loss of identity.”21

It was on the tenth of Tevet, 586 B.C.E., that King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon began
the siege of Jerusalem.22 This led to the tragedy of the breaching of the walls protecting
the Holy City, the destruction of the Holy Temple and the exile of Israel.
“Tenth of Tevet is a day for recognizing, and mourning, the siege which leads to
brokenness and damage. For some, that means remembering the siege of
Jerusalem long ago and mourning the shattering of that city's integrity...
For still others, the commemoration of siege which led to brokenness may suggest
another, more intensely personal, form of shattering... the tenth of Tevet may
offer an opportunity for recognizing and mourning the breach in your safety and
your wholeness.”23
Breaches of trust and of wholeness are traumas too numerous to list. Unfortunately,
when we have suffered such a breach we find ourselves facing an uncomfortable
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awareness at best and invisibility at worst. As a result, walls of pain, shame, rage,
regret, and sorrow can be built and a victim can become trapped inside.

Pause and Reflect 4
a) How can we safeguard our walls?
b) How can we make a conscious effort to open our hearts to this kind of suffering?
c) How is healing not simple a return to some “wholeness” in the past; but an
experience of growth and change?
d) We need to safeguard our walls and repair breaches, but we also need to be aware
of the possible dangers walls can present. What are those possible dangers and
what are the solutions to avoid such dangers?
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E. The Tribe of Dan
Why is Tevet a time of mourning? A consideration offered in Jewish literature:
“Behold, [in the era of the first Holy Temple, when Jerusalem was besieged,
leading to its destruction] that the retribution began in this month, was surely for a
reason. It seems to me that this was because [Tevet] corresponds to the tribe of
Dan, who were the first people to worship an idol.”24
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It was on the tenth of Tevet, 586 B.C.E., that King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon began
the siege of Jerusalem (2 Kings 25:1). This led to the tragedy of the eventual fall of the
city, the destruction of the Holy Temple and the exile of Israel. Traditionally, the month of
Tevet is associated with the tribe of Dan and as they were the first to worship idols the
destruction is attributed to idolatry.
Dan will judge his people like the unique one of Israel. Dan shall be a serpent in the
way, a viper by the path that bites the horse's heels so that his rider falls backward.
I wait for Thy salvation, O Lord.25
The name Dan is derived from the Hebrew root word din, to judge. Before David was
instituted as the first king of Israel, the judges and prophets were recognized as the
leaders of the people. The traits of the tribe of Dan were most clearly reflected in one of
its most famous descendants, Samson.
Israel was united under his leadership, and he avenged his people by bringing
retribution upon the Philistines. Just as a snake attacks the rider by striking his horse,
so did Samson bring down the Philistines without actually touching them. Jacob’s cry,
“For Your salvation do I long, O Lord,” can be seen to echo the blinded Samson’s
desperate plea that G-d restore his lost strength as he toppled the pillars of the pagan
temple.26 G-d heard his cry and the temple of Dagon collapsed, killing Samson and all
the Philistine governors as well as three thousand people who had come to scornfully
watch the spectacle of the captured Israelite leader.

Pause and Reflect 5
What can we understand from the relationship between Hanukkah and Dan and the
month of Tevet?
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F. Dan and Yehudah – and Yeshua?
Dan and Yehudah were the largest tribes numerically, and also the strongest physically
and both are compared to lions. As the tribes of Israel travelled through the wilderness,
Yehudah was at the head and Dan travelled last, to guard the rear. The Midrash
deduces a partnership between the two tribes from the verse, “Dan will judge his people
like the unique one [k’echad] of Israel”. The Hebrew word k’echad is related to
ha’meuchad – the unique or special one (leader) of Israel. The great leader Samson
was actually the offspring of a union between the tribes of Dan and Yehudah. His father,
Manoach, was from Dan and his mother from Yehudah. The unique one, however, can
only refer to King David, who was a descendent of the tribe of Yehudah, and who is the
predecessor of Messiah Yeshua – the Lion of the tribe of Judah!
We see another connection between them in that two members of the tribes of Dan and
Yehudah were chosen by G-d to be instrumental in the building of the Tabernacle.
Moses said to the children of Israel, “See, Adonai has proclaimed by name Betzalel… of
the tribe of Yehudah… and Oholiav… of the tribe of Dan.” 27
King Solomon also chose a descendent of Dan to oversee the building of the Temple in
Jerusalem.28 The Midrash explains that the people of Dan were experts in carving and
weaving. Their skills were used in beautifying G-d’s Holy House.

Pause and Reflect 6.
How lovely are your tents, Jacob...29
In Hebrew the word for ‘homemaker’ is akeret (the feminine form of ikar which means
the central issue or essence of something) habayit (the house). So akeret habayit
means the essence of the house.
For an akeret habayit, housework is a means to an end, and not the end itself...
The Temple that stood in Jerusalem... Often, it is referred to simply as “HaBayit,”
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“the House.” Thus in Hebrew the same word is used for both a home and the
Holy Temple...
G-d commanded Israel to build the sanctuary so that He could dwell
“b’tocham...”30 its literal meaning is “within them...” An akeret habayit is that
central figure which transforms a home into a sanctuary where each member of
her family can become a dwelling place for G-d's presence. Taking care of
children means more than just making sure they are fed, clean, and receive
quality time. It means chinuch - the Hebrew word for education and dedication to
the service of G-d. [which also is at the root of Chanukkah!]
Being a [stay-home] housewife [in many cultures] also meant being housebound.
All of a woman's capabilities were supposed to be directed only to her home.
There was no room for any self-development or pursuit of outside interests, let
alone a career. To do so would seem manly and hence unnatural. It was
reasoned that there is something about women, their "feminine mystique," which
allows them to be fulfilled by shiny floors.
For an akeret habayit, there is no contradiction between valuing her
central position in the home and developing her interests outside of it. A
traditional Jewish woman who works outside the home considers herself every
bit an akeret habayit as a woman who stays home. There is no "housewife"
versus "career woman" dichotomy... In "Eishet Chayil," the ideal woman also is
described as an expert businesswoman.
An akeret habayit is still expected to place her family above her career, but so is
a man. This is due to Judaism's beliefs that the goal of a person's life, man or
woman, is self-transcendence rather than self-fulfillment. Life's goal is not money,
prestige, or public recognition. It is about approaching one's Creator, whether it
be through creating a Jewish home or learning His will as revealed in the Torah.31
a) How can we as women transform our homes into a sanctuary?
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b) Looking at the Eshet Chayil (A Woman of Valor)32, how does she differ from the
woman’s role at home as traditionally understood in the American culture?
"Stop weeping; behold, the Lion that is from the tribe of Judah, the Root of David...33
The eighth of Tevet traditionally is marked as the date when the Septuagint34 was
completed. While Jewish tradition teaches that this was indeed miraculous, the Talmud
also states that upon its completion darkness descended upon the world for three days.
“Like the sun lost behind the pall of darkness, the brilliance of the Torah had
become eclipsed to all those who would now depend upon its rendering in a
foreign language, with all its levels of depth and meaning lost. The Torah had
become "like a lion in cage," no longer the king of the beasts striking fear into all
who heard its roar, now behind bars and stripped of its freedom and power; so
too had the Septuagint reduced the Torah to just another cultural document.”35
c) How can the translation of the Torah into Greek be seen as both a miracle and a
tragedy?
d) How, in our time, is the Lion of Judah kept in a cage?
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As we move into the month of Tevet and bid farewell to the lights of Hanukkah, may we
be reminded that with the waxing moon of Tevet also comes the turning point to longer
days.
May you be strengthened with all power, according to his glorious might, with all
endurance and patience, with joy giving thanks to the Father, who has qualified us to
share in the inheritance of the saints in light. He has delivered us from the dominion of
darkness and transferred us to the kingdom of his beloved Son, in whom we have
redemption and the forgiveness of sins.”36
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Hebrew Alef-Bet and Pictographic Meaning37
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Hebrew Character

Pictograph

Symbolic Meaning

Literal Meaning of
the Letter

א

a

strength, leader,
first

Ox, Bull

ּב

b

household, in, into,
family

Tent, House

ג

c

to lift up, pride,
animal

Camel

ד

d

pathway, to enter

Door

ה

e

‘the’, to reveal

Behold

ו

f

‘and’, to add, to
secure

Nail, Peg

ז

z

cut, to cut off

Weapon

ח

h

private, to separate

Fence, Inner Room

ט

u

to surround

Snake, Surround

י

i

work, a deed, to
make

Hand

כּ

k

to cover, to open,
allow

Palm

ל

l

control, authority, the
tongue

cattle goad

מ

m

liquid, massive,
chaos

Water

נ

n

activity, life

Fish

Hebrew word pictures do not replace, define or limit scripture. They illustrate Scripture. The word
pictures are valid only when they agree with scripture. Dr. Frank T. Seekins, Hebrew Word Pictures, p 5

ס

x

support, twist slowly,
turn

Prop

ע

o

to see, know,
experience

Eye

פ

p

to speak, a word, to
open

Mouth

צ

y

catch, desire, need

Fish Hook

ק

q

behind, the last, the
least

Back Of The Head

ר

r

a person, the head,
the highest

Head

שׁ

s

to consume, to
destroy

Teeth

ת

t

to seal, to covenant

Sign

